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More Than Human
“‘Trailer park science fiction’ . . . [An] often genuinely
funny mixture of Raymond Carver, Harry Harrison,
and Douglas Adams” (Booklist). Fractal Paisleys
contains ten funny, irreverent, and sexy stories,
including two previously published works. The Nebula
Award finalist “Lennon Spex” explores how John
Lennon found inspiration for his songs. Also included
in this collection: the real reason for the
disappearance of the dinosaurs, how the L’il Bear Bar
in Providence, Rhode Island (the author’s hometown,
by the way—not a coincidence) ended up with a
talking moose head on its wall, and more of Di
Filippo’s fascinating writing. You can try to escape
from the mundane, or with the help of Paul Di Filippo,
you can take a brief, meaningful break from it. In the
vein of George Saunders or Michael Chabon, Di Filippo
uses the tools of science fiction and the surreal to
take a deep, richly felt look at humanity. His brand of
funny, quirky, thoughtful, fast‐moving, heart‐warming,
brain‐bending stories exists across the entire
spectrum of the fantastic from hard science fiction to
satire to fantasy and on to horror, delivering a
riotously entertaining string of modern fables and
stories from tomorrow, now, and anytime. After you
read Paul Di Filippo, you will no longer see everyday
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Collects nine classic science fiction novels from 1953
to 1958.

City
Oakley Hall's legendary Warlock revisits and reworks
the traditional conventions of the Western to present
a raw, funny, hypnotic, ultimately devastating picture
of American unreality. First published in the 1950s, at
the height of the McCarthy era, Warlock is not only
one of the most original and entertaining of modern
American novels but a lasting contribution to
American fiction. "Tombstone, Arizona, during the
1880's is, in ways, our national Camelot: a nevernever land where American virtues are embodied in
the Earps, and the opposite evils in the Clanton gang;
where the confrontation at the OK Corral takes on
some of the dry purity of the Arthurian joust. Oakley
Hall, in his very fine novel Warlock has restored to the
myth of Tombstone its full, mortal, blooded humanity.
Wyatt Earp is transmogrified into a gunfighter named
Blaisdell who . . . is summoned to the embattled town
of Warlock by a committee of nervous citizens
expressly to be a hero, but finds that he cannot, at
last, live up to his image; that there is a flaw not only
in him, but also, we feel, in the entire set of
assumptions that have allowed the image to exist. . . .
Before the agonized epic of Warlock is over with—the
rebellion of the proto-Wobblies working in the mines,
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Warlock must face its own inescapable Horror: that
what is called society, with its law and order, is as
frail, as precarious, as flesh and can be snuffed out
and assimilated back into the desert as easily as a
corpse can. It is the deep sensitivity to abysses that
makes Warlock one of our best American novels. For
we are a nation that can, many of us, toss with all
aplomb our candy wrapper into the Grand Canyon
itself, snap a color shot and drive away; and we need
voices like Oakley Hall's to remind us how far that
piece of paper, still fluttering brightly behind us, has
to fall." —Thomas Pynchon

American Science Fiction
Hugo Award Winner: In backwoods Wisconsin, an
ageless hermit welcomes alien visitors—and foresees
the end of humanity . . . Enoch Wallace is not like
other humans. Living a secluded life in the backwoods
of Wisconsin, he carries a nineteenth-century rifle and
never seems to age—a fact that has recently caught
the attention of prying government eyes. The truth is,
Enoch is the last surviving veteran of the American
Civil War and, for close to a century, he has operated
a secret way station for aliens passing through on
journeys to other stars. But the gifts of knowledge and
immortality that his intergalactic guests have
bestowed upon him are proving to be a nightmarish
burden, for they have opened Enoch’s eyes to
humanity’s impending destruction. Still, one final
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Winner of
Hugo Award for Best Novel, Way Station
is a magnificent example of the fine art of science
fiction as practiced by a revered Grand Master. A
cautionary tale that is at once ingenious, evocative,
and compassionately human, it brilliantly supports the
contention of the late, great Robert A. Heinlein that
“to read science-fiction is to read Simak.”

Universal Terrors, 1951–1955
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND
PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY BESTSELLER "Dyson writes with
the affection of a fan but the rigor of an academic.
Using extensive passages from Jay-Z’s lyrics, 'Made in
America' examines the rapper’s role as a poet, an
aesthete, an advocate for racial justice and a
business, man, but devotes much of its energy to
Hova the Hustler." —Allison Stewart, The Washington
Post "Dyson's incisive analysis of JAY-Z's brilliance not
only offers a brief history of hip-hop's critical place in
American culture, but also hints at how we can best
move forward." —Questlove JAY-Z: Made in America is
the fruit of Michael Eric Dyson’s decade of teaching
the work of one of the greatest poets this nation has
produced, as gifted a wordsmith as Walt Whitman,
Robert Frost and Rita Dove. But as a rapper, he’s
sometimes not given the credit he deserves for just
how great an artist he’s been for so long. This book
wrestles with the biggest themes of JAY-Z's career,
including hustling, and it recognizes the way that he’s
always weaved politics into his music, making
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mark his thirty years as a recording
artist, this is the perfect time to take a look at JAY-Z’s
career and his role in making this nation what it is
today. In many ways, this is JAY-Z’s America as much
as it’s Pelosi’s America, or Trump’s America, or Martin
Luther King’s America. JAY-Z has given this country a
language to think with and words to live by. Featuring
a Foreword by Pharrell

Way Station
A quest for a priceless element—and revenge—fuels
this far-future interstellar adventure that “reads like
Moby-Dick at a strobe-light show” (Time). In 3172, the
universe is divided between three political units: the
stars and worlds of Draco, with Earth as its power
center; the Pleiades Federation, on whose capital
world, New Ark, lives the incredibly wealthy Von Ray
family, descended from well-heeled merchants whose
ancestors made their fortune as pirates; and the
Outer Colonies, where, in their underwater mines, tiny
quantities of the fabulously valuable Illyrion have
been discovered. Lorq Von Ray was a playboy and
young space-yacht-racing captain who, at a party at
Earth’s Paris, clashed with Draco’s Prince Red. This
sets Lorq on a demonic quest, through which he
hopes to find vengeance. When a star goes nova and
implodes, in the seething stellar wreckage for a few
days—even hours—lie tons of Illyrion, the element
that makes interstellar travel possible. To help him
secure the priceless fuel, Lorq recruits a gypsy
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biography of Samuel R. Delany including rare images
from his early career.

Classic Science Fiction
"A memoir of Karachi through the eyes of its women.
Rafia Zakaria's Muslim-Indian family immigrated to
Pakistan from Bombay in 1962, feeling the situation
for Muslims in India was precarious and that Pakistan
represented enormous promise. And for some time it
did. Her family prospered, and the city prospered. But
in the 1980s, Pakistan's military dictators began an
Islamization campaign designed to legitimate their
rule--a campaign that particularly affected women.
The political became personal for Zakaria's family
when her Aunt Amina's husband did the unthinkable
and took a second wife, a betrayal of kin and custom
that shook the foundation of her family. The Upstairs
Wife dissects the complex strands of Pakistani history,
from the problematic legacies of colonialism to the
beginnings of terrorist violence to increasing
misogyny, interweaving them with the arc of Amina's
life to reveal the personal costs behind ever-more
restrictive religious edicts and cultural conventions.
As Amina struggles to reconcile with a marriage and a
life that had fallen below her expectations, we come
to know the dreams and aspirations of the people of
Karachi and the challenges of loving it not as an
imagined city of Muslim fulfillment but as a real city of
contradictions and challenges"-Page 7/30
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In a deluxe collector's edition hardcover, four classic
novels from science fiction's most transformative
decade, including the landmark Flowers for Algernon
This volume, the first of a two-volume set gathering
the best American science fiction from the tumultuous
1960s, opens with Poul Anderson's immensely popular
The High Crusade, in which aliens planning to conquer
Earth land in Lincolnshire during the Hundred Years'
War. In Clifford Simak's Hugo Award-winning Way
Station, Enoch Wallace is a spry 124-year-old Civil
War veteran whose lifelong job monitoring the
intergalactic pit stop inside his home is largely
uneventful--until a CIA agent shows up and Cold War
hostilities threaten the peaceful harmony of the
Galactic confederation. Daniel Keyes's beloved
Flowers for Algernon, winner of the Nebula Award and
adapted as the Academy Award-winning movie
Charly, is told through the journal entries of Charlie
Gordon, a young man with severe learning disabilities
who is the test subject for surgery to improve his
intelligence. And in the postapocalyptic earthscape of
Roger Zelazny's Hugo Award-winning . . . And Call Me
Conrad (also published as This Immortal) Conrad
Nomikos reluctantly accepts the responsibility of
showing the planet to the governing extraterrestrials'
representative and protecting him from rebellious
remnants of the human race. Using early manuscripts
and original setting copy, this Library of America
volume restores the novel to a version that most
closely approximates Zelazny's original text.
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Wolf Hall meets The Man in the High Castle in this
mind-bending science fiction classic, now presented in
an authoritative new edition from Library of America
Plucked from time, Sir Thomas More arrives on the
human colony of Astrobe in the year 2535 A.D., where
there is trouble in utopia: can he and his motley
followers save this golden world from the
Programmed Persons, and the soulless perfection
they have engineered? The survival of faith itself is at
stake in this thrilling, uncategorizable, wildly inventive
first novel--but the adventure is more than one of
ideas. As astonishingly as Philip K. Dick and other
visionaries of the 1960s new wave, Lafferty turns the
conventions of space-opera science fiction upsidedown and inside-out. Here are fractured allegories,
tales-within-tales, twinkle-in-the-eye surprises,
fantastic byways, and alien subjectivities that take
one's breath away. Neil Gaiman has described
Lafferty "a genius, an oddball, a madman"; Gene
Wolfe calls him "our most original writer." Past
Master, long-hailed by insiders and now presented in
authoritative form, with an introduction by Andrew
Ferguson and unpublished omitted passages included
in the notes, deserves to perplex and delight a wider
audience.

Sense of Wonder
From Ann and Jeff VanderMeer comes The Big Book of
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. . . a worn wardrobe door . . . a schism in sky . . . into
a bold new age of fantasy. When worlds beyond
worlds became a genre unto itself. From the swinging
sixties to the strange, strange seventies, the over-thetop eighties to the gnarly nineties--and beyond, into
the twenty-first century--the VanderMeers have found
the stories and the writers from around the world that
reinvented and revitalized the fantasy genre after
World War II. The stories in this collection represent
twenty-two different countries, including Russia,
Argentina, Nigeria, Columbia, Pakistan, Turkey,
Finland, Sweden, China, the Philippines, and the
Czech Republic. Five have never before been
translated into English. From Jorge Luis Borges to
Ursula K. Le Guin, Michael Moorcock to Angela Carter,
Terry Pratchett to Stephen King, the full range and
glory of the fantastic are on display in these ninetyone stories in which dragons soar, giants stomp, and
human children should still think twice about
venturing alone into the dark forest. Completing Ann
and Jeff VanderMeer's definitive The Big Book of
Classic Fantasy, this companion volume to takes the
genre into the twenty-first century with ninety-one
astonishing, mind-bending stories.

Emphyrio
On a far future Earth, mankind's achievements are
immense: artificially intelligent robots, genetically
uplifted animals, interplanetary travel, genetic
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is breaking down into smaller
communities, dispersing into the countryside and
abandoning the great cities of the world. As the
human race dwindles and declines, which of its great
creations will inherit the Earth? And which will claim
the stars?

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
In the year 1345, an alien Wersgorix spacecraft
transports Sir Roger Baron de Tourneville and the
small English village of Ashby to a strange battle of
unearthly enemies light-years away. Reprint.

The Chemical Wedding of Christian
Rosenkreutz
Works by Asimov, Heinlein, Brackett, and others are
featured in a collection that brings together twelve
stories originally published in the 1940s, the Golden
Age of science fiction

A Sci-Fi Swarm and Horror Horde
 Universal Studios created the first cinematic universe
of monsters—Dracula, Frankenstein, the Mummy and
others became household names during the 1930s
and 1940s. During the 1950s, more modern monsters
were created for the Atomic Age, including one-eyed
globs from outer space, mutants from the planet
Metaluna, the Creature from the Black Lagoon, and
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Universal’s
horror and science fiction movies of
1951–1955. Standing as a sequel to Tom Weaver,
Michael Brunas and John Brunas’s Universal Horrors
(Second Edition, 2007), it covers eight films: The
Strange Door, The Black Castle, It Came from Outer
Space, Creature from the Black Lagoon, This Island
Earth, Revenge of the Creature, Cult of the Cobra and
Tarantula. Each receives a richly detailed critical
analysis, day-by-day production history, interviews
with filmmakers, release information, an essay on the
score, and many photographs, including rare behindthe-scenes shots.

The Big Book of Classic Fantasy
Far in the future, the craftsmen of the distant planet
Halma create goods which are the wonder of the
galaxy. But they know little of this. Their society is
harshly regimented, its religion austere and
unforgiving, and primitive - to maintain standards,
even the most basic use of automation is punishable
by death. When Amiante, a wood-carver, is executed
for processing old documents with a camera, his son
Ghyl rebels, and decides to bring down the system. To
do so, he must first interpret the story of Emphyrio,
an ancient hero of Halman legend. All Jack Vance
titles in the SF Gateway use the author's preferred
texts, as restored for the Vance Integral Edition (VIE),
an extensive project masterminded by an
international online community of Vance's admirers.
In general, we also use the VIE titles, and have
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Warlock
Inventive, (mostly) edible DIY gadgets and projects
guaranteed to captivate The Hungry Scientist
Handbook brings DIY technology into the kitchen and
onto the plate. It compiles the most mouthwatering
projects created by mechanical engineer Patrick
Buckley and his band of intrepid techie friends, whose
collaboration on contraptions started at a memorable
2005 Bay Area dinner party and resulted in the
formation of the Hungry Scientist Society—a loose
confederation of creative minds dedicated to the
pursuit of projects possessing varying degrees of
whimsy and utility. Featuring twenty projects ranging
from edible origami to glowing lollipops, cryogenic
martinis to Tupperware boom boxes, the book draws
from the expertise of programmers, professors, and
garden-variety geeks and offers something to delight
DIYers of all skill levels.

The High Crusade
“Vivid and elliptical If you've ever asked yourself what
would have happened if Philip Marlowe had been
Odysseus here is a clue to the answer.” —NEW
WORLDS THE HUGO AWARD-WINNING FIRST NOVEL
EVER WRITTEN BY THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE
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And, as Arts
Commissioner, he's been given a job he'd
rather not do. Escorting an alien grandee on a guided
tour of the shattered remains of Earth is not
something he relishes-especially when it is apparent
that this places him at the center of high-level
intrigue that has some bearing on the future of Earth
itself! "Roger Zelazny [was] the compleat New Wave
author, so daring he could pen nothing without
perturbing some creaky icon so strong a writer, so
moving in the sweep of his plots and
imagery."—David Brin

The Classic Science Fiction Collection
"First published in the United States of America by
Chilton Books 1965"--Title page verso.

This Immortal
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA
TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next
Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick - October 2020
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of”
Book From: CNN *Amazon Editors * Goodreads *
Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble *
Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The
Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart
Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *
BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily
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Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the
world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300
years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a
hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Fractal Paisleys
A comprehensive anthology of notable works covering
one hundred years of science fiction literature
includes stories from H. G. Wells and Jack Vance,
noted female authors such as Nancy Kress, current
authors like Bruce Sterling, and writers recognized
outside the genre such as E. M. Forster and Harlan
Ellison. Reprint.

The Best American Science Fiction and
Fantasy 2020
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! “War of the
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to experience the Hugo Awardwinning phenomenon from China's most beloved
science fiction author, Liu Cixin. Set against the
backdrop of China's Cultural Revolution, a secret
military project sends signals into space to establish
contact with aliens. An alien civilization on the brink
of destruction captures the signal and plans to invade
Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different camps start
forming, planning to either welcome the superior
beings and help them take over a world seen as
corrupt, or to fight against the invasion. The result is a
science fiction masterpiece of enormous scope and
vision. The Three-Body Problem Series The ThreeBody Problem The Dark Forest Death's End Other
Books Ball Lightning Supernova Era To Hold Up The
Sky (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

JAY-Z
Liquid Metal brings together 'seminal' essays that
have opened up the study of science fiction to serious
critical interrogation. Eight distinct sections cover
such topics as the cyborg in science fiction; the
science fiction city; time travel and the primal scene;
science fiction fandom; and the 1950s invasion
narratives. Important writings by Susan Sontag,
Vivian Sobchack, Steve Neale, J.P. Telotte, Peter
Biskind and Constance Penley are included.
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Six misfits,
one powerful entity. An award-winning
novel about belonging by “one of the greatest writers
of science fiction and fantasy who ever lived”
(Stephen King). Individually, they are a seemingly
simpleminded young man living in the woods who can
read the thoughts of others, a runaway girl with
telekinetic powers, twin girls who can barely speak
but can teleport across great distances, and an infant
with a mind like a supercomputer. Together, they are
the Gestalt—a single extraordinary being comprised
of remarkable parts—although an essential piece may
be missing . . . But are they the next stage in human
development or harbingers of the end of civilization?
The answer may come when they are joined by Gerry.
Powerfully telepathic, he lacks a moral compass—and
his hatred of the world that has rejected him could
prove catastrophic. Winner of the International
Fantasy Award and considered Theodore Sturgeon’s
masterpiece, More Than Human is a genre-bending
wonder that explores themes of responsibility and
morality, individuality, and belonging. Moving and
suspenseful, lyrical and provocative, the novel was
one of the first to elevate science fiction into the
realm of literature, and inspired musicians and artists,
including the Grateful Dead and Crosby, Stills and
Nash. From the Nebula Award–winning author of
Godbody, The Dreaming Jewels, and other great
works of science fiction, this is an unforgettable
reading experience and a must for anyone who enjoys
Ramsey Campbell, Robert Silverberg, or Philip José
Farmer. This ebook features an illustrated biography
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The Hungry Scientist Handbook
In this wide-ranging series of essays, an awardwinning science fiction critic explores how the related
genres of science fiction, fantasy, and horror evolve,
merge, and finally “evaporate” into new and more
dynamic forms. Beginning with a discussion of how
literary readers “unlearned” how to read the fantastic
during the heyday of realistic fiction, Gary K. Wolfe
goes on to show how the fantastic reasserted itself in
popular genre literature, and how these genres
themselves grew increasingly unstable in terms of
both narrative form and the worlds they portray. More
detailed discussions of how specific contemporary
writers have promoted this evolution are followed by
a final essay examining how the competing
discourses have led toward an emerging synthesis of
critical approaches and vocabularies. The essays
cover a vast range of authors and texts, and include
substantial discussions of very current fiction
published within the last few years.

American Science Fiction: Eight Classic
Novels of the 1960s 2C BOX SET
"Featuring guest-editor contributions by the author of
the Outlander series, a latest annual edition compiles
top-selected short works of science fiction and fantasy
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For more than 100 years, science fiction writers have
told tales of alien encounters and fascinating
technologies and warned of the dangers of dystopian
governments. From Victorians experimenting with
time travel to pioneers exploring the depths of space,
the stories collected here are a tribute to the
imagination of the inventors of the modern science
fiction genre. Some tales are filled with boundless
optimism for the ingenuity of humanity while others
provide fearful warnings of the risks of war and the
dangers of technology. In the late 19th century,
writers across the world began looking to the future.
In France, Jules Verne explored the possibilities of
future technology and the wonders of exploration in
his novels Journey to the Centre of the Earthand
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. In England,
H. G. Wells established himself as one of the founders
of science fiction with his novels The Time Machine
and The War of the Worlds. They were both also
prolific short story writers. Others followed suit. In
Bengal, the feminist Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain used
her fiction to advance women's rights and education.
In the United States, Jack London found science fiction
the perfect way to express some of his unique
political ideas. By the end of World War I, science
fiction had established itself as a major genre. With
the birth of the pulp magazine came a slew of
accomplished writers - authors such as George
Griffith, John Ulrich Giesy, Homer Eon Flint, Cyril G.
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tales. This collection includes stories by:
Grant Allen Stephen Vincent Benét Miles J. Breuer
Thornton DeKy Francis Flagg Homer Eon Flint John
Ulrich Giesy George Griffith Austin Hall Will Harben
Nathaniel Hawthorne Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain
Rudyard Kipling Jack London Edward Page Mitchell
Garrett P. Serviss Charles B. Stilson Jules Verne Cyril
G. Wates Stanley G. Weinbaum H. G. Wells

The Upstairs Wife
Space-opera heroines, gender-bending aliens, postapocalyptic pregnancies, changeling children,
interplanetary battles of the sexes, and much more: a
groundbreaking new collection of classic American
science fiction by women from the 1920s to the 1960s
SF-expert Lisa Yaszek presents the biggest and best
survey of the female tradition in American science
fiction ever published, a thrilling collection of twentyfive classic tales. From Pulp Era pioneers to New
Wave experimentalists, here are over two dozen
brilliant writers ripe for discovery and rediscovery,
including Leslie F. Stone, Judith Merril, Leigh Brackett,
Kit Reed, Joanna Russ, James Tiptree Jr., and Ursula K.
Le Guin. Imagining strange worlds and unexpected
futures, looking into and beyond new technologies
and scientific discoveries, in utopian fantasies and
tales of cosmic horror, these women created and
shaped speculative fiction as surely as their male
counterparts. Their provocative, mind-blowing stories
combine to form a thrilling multidimensional voyage
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The Miracle of the Lily (1928) LESLIE
F. STONE The Conquest of Gola (1931) C. L. MOORE
The Black God’s Kiss (1934) LESLIE PERRI Space
Episode (1941) JUDITH MERRIL That Only a Mother
(1948) WILMAR H. SHIRAS In Hiding (1948)
KATHERINE MACLEAN Contagion (1950) MARGARET
ST. CLAIR The Inhabited Men (1951) ZENNA
HENDERSON Ararat (1952) ANDREW NORTH All Cats
Are Gray (1953) ALICE ELEANOR JONES Created He
Them (1955) MILDRED CLINGERMAN Mr. Sakrison’s
Halt (1956) LEIGH BRACKETT All the Colors of the
Rainbow (1957) CAROL EMSHWILLER Pelt (1958)
ROSEL GEORGE BROWN Car Pool (1959) ELISABETH
MANN BORGESE For Sale, Reasonable (1959) DORIS
PITKIN BUCK Birth of a Gardner (1961) ALICE GLASER
The Tunnel Ahead (1961) KIT REED The New You
(1962) JOHN JAY WELLS & MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY
Another Rib (1963) SONYA DORMAN When I Was Miss
Dow (1966) KATE WILHELM Baby, You Were Great
(1967) JOANNA RUSS The Barbarian (1968) JAMES
TIPTREE JR. The Last Flight of Dr. Ain (1969) URSULA
K. LE GUIN Nine Lives (1969)

American Fantastic Tales
Nathan Ballingrud's Shirley Jackson Award winning
debut collection is a shattering and luminous
experience not to be missed by those who love to
explore the darker parts of the human psyche.
Monsters, real and imagined, external and internal,
are the subject. They are us and we are them and
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also monster stories. Sometimes these
are monsters in their traditional guises, sometimes
they wear the faces of parents, lovers, or ourselves.
The often working-class people in these stories are
driven to extremes by love. Sometimes, they are
ruined; sometimes redeemed. All are faced with the
loneliest corners of themselves and strive to find an
escape. Nathan Ballingrud was born in Massachusetts
but has spent most of his life in the South. He worked
as a bartender in New Orleans and New York City and
a cook on offshore oil rigs. His story "The Monsters of
Heaven" won the inaugural Shirley Jackson Award. He
lives in Asheville, North Carolina, with his daughter.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
The Chemical Wedding of Christian Rosenkreutz,
often looked upon as the third Rosicrucian manifesto,
has an entirely different tone from the other
Rosicrucian documents. Unlike the Rosicrucian
manifestoes, which address the transformation of
society, The Chemical Wedding is concerned with the
inner transformation of the soul. It is a deeply interior
work, one which asks the reader to step into its world
of symbols and walk with Christian Rosenkreutz along
his path of transformation. Despite its importance as
a key text of the Western esoteric traditions, this is
the first ever contemporary English translation of The
Chemical Wedding, made especially for this edition by
Joscelyn Godwin. Also included in this edition is an
introduction and commentary by Adam McLean,
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In a deluxe two-volume collector's edition boxed set,
eight mind-bending novels from science fiction's most
transformative decade, including the landmark classic
Flowers for Algernon The tumultuous 1960s was a
watershed decade for American science fiction. As the
nation raced to the moon, acknowledged masters
from the genre's "golden age" reached the height of
their powers. As it confronted calls for civil rights and
countercultural revolution, a "new wave" of brilliant
young voices emerged, upending the genre's "pulp"
conventions with newfound literary sophistication;
female, queer, and nonwhite authors broke into the
ranks of SF writers, introducing provocative new
protagonists and themes. Here, in a deluxe, twovolume collector's set, editor Gary K. Wolfe gathers
eight wildly inventive novels, the decade's best:
Daniel Keyes' beloved Flowers for Algernon and Poul
Anderson's madcap The High Crusade; Clifford D.
Simak's Hugo Award-winning Way Station; Roger
Zelazny's post-apocalyptic . . . And Call Me Conrad
(previously published as This Immortal); Joanna Russ'
Picnic on Paradise, a pioneering work of feminist SF,
and Samuel R. Delany's proto-cyberpunk space opera
Nova; R.A. Lafferty's quirky, neglected, utterly original
Past Master; and Jack Vance's haunting Emphyrio.

Nova
In this jam-packed jamboree of conversations, more
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groundbreaking oldies (Flash Gordon, One Million
B.C.); 1950s and 1960s milestones (The War of the
Worlds, Psycho, House of Usher); classic schlock
(Queen of Outer Space, Attack of the Crab Monsters);
and cult TV favorites (Lost in Space, Land of the
Giants), the discussions offer a frank and fascinating
behind-the-scenes look. Among the interviewees:
Roger Corman, Pamela Duncan, Richard and Alex
Gordon, Tony “Dr. Lao” Randall, Troy Donahue, Sid
Melton, Fess Parker, Nan Peterson, Alan Young, John
“Bud” Cardos, and dozens more.

The Big Book of Modern Fantasy
From the New York Times-bestselling author of The
Searchers, the revelatory story behind the classic
movie High Noon and the toxic political climate in
which it was created. It's one of the most revered
movies of Hollywood's golden era. Starring screen
legend Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly in her first
significant film role, High Noon was shot on a lean
budget over just thirty-two days but achieved instant
box-office and critical success. It won four Academy
Awards in 1953, including a best actor win for Cooper.
And it became a cultural touchstone, often cited by
politicians as a favorite film, celebrating moral
fortitude. Yet what has been often overlooked is that
High Noon was made during the height of the
Hollywood blacklist, a time of political inquisition and
personal betrayal. In the middle of the film shoot,
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his former membership in the
Communist Party. Refusing to name names, he was
eventually blacklisted and fled the United States. (His
co-authored screenplay for another classic, The
Bridge on the River Kwai, went uncredited in 1957.)
Examined in light of Foreman's testimony, High
Noon's emphasis on courage and loyalty takes on
deeper meaning and importance. In this book, Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist Glenn Frankel tells the story
of the making of a great American Western, exploring
how Carl Foreman's concept of High Noon evolved
from idea to first draft to final script, taking on
allegorical weight. Both the classic film and its
turbulent political times emerge newly illuminated.

The Science Fiction Century, Volume One
Unearth the enchanting origins of fantasy fiction with
a collection of tales as vast as the tallest tower and as
mysterious as the dark depths of the forest. Fantasy
stories have always been with us. They illuminate the
odd and the uncanny, the wondrous and the fantastic:
all the things we know are lurking just out of sight—on
the other side of the looking-glass, beyond the music
of the impossibly haunting violin, through the twisted
trees of the ancient woods. Other worlds, talking
animals, fairies, goblins, demons, tricksters, and
mystics: these are the elements that populate a rich
literary tradition that spans the globe. A work
composed both of careful scholarship and fantastic
fun, The Big Book of Classic Fantasy is essential
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INCLUDING:
like the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen,
Mary Shelley, Christina Rossetti, L. Frank Baum,
Robert E. Howard, and J. R. R. Tolkien *Fantastical
offerings from literary giants including Edith Wharton,
Leo Tolstoy, Willa Cather, Zora Neale Hurston,
Vladimir Nabokov, Hermann Hesse, and W.E.B. Du
Bois *Rare treasures from Asian, Eastern European,
Scandinavian, and Native American traditions *New
translations, including fourteen stories never before in
English PLUS: *Beautifully Bizarre Creatures! *Strange
New Worlds Just Beyond the Garden Path! *Fairy Folk
and Their Dark Mischief! *Seriously Be Careful—Do
Not Trust Those Fairies!

High Noon
Bringing together a diverse selection of science fiction
spanning over 60 years, this collection includes
stories from noted authors such as Isaac Asimov,
Clifford Simak, Harry Harrison, Bruce Sterling and A.E.
Van Vogt.

Evaporating Genres
NAMED NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR by Washington
Post, BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Kirkus Reviews, NPR,
Men's Journal A new short story collection from Luis
Alberto Urrea, bestselling author of The
Hummingbird's Daughter and The Devil's Highway.
From one of America's preeminent literary voices
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"wickedly
(Kansas City Star), "cinematic and
charged" (Cleveland Plain Dealer), and "studded with
delights" (Chicago Tribune). Examining the borders
between one nation and another, between one person
and another, Urrea reveals his mastery of the short
form. This collection includes the Edgar-award
winning "Amapola" and his now-classic "Bid Farewell
to Her Many Horses," which had the honor of being
chosen for NPR's "Selected Shorts" not once but
twice. Suffused with wanderlust, compassion, and no
small amount of rock and roll, THE WATER MUSEUM is
a collection that confirms Luis Alberto Urrea as an
American master.

A Science Fiction Omnibus
SENSE OF WONDER is a broad, inexpensive, singlevolume anthology designed to give students a sense
both of literature and history; the book includes
canonical works, stories written in response to those
works, and essays on major themes and topics in the
field. The book will facilitate a variety of different
types of speculative fiction course, whether the
course is focused on particular themes, on a
chronological look at writers, or on the roots of
contemporary SF. Beginning with early twentiethcentury writers, Sense of Wonder continues up
through the most acclaimed present-day writers.
Stories are not treated as purely academic exercises,
but contextualized, which is vital in reading a genre
where most writers know each other and the
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bibliographic essays (contributed by professors who
teach science fiction and by professionals), with an
emphasis on the roots of modern SF. Each story
author is given a biographical introduction as well.

The Three-Body Problem
Mitchell Courtenay, an advertising copywriter of the
future is assigned to sway public support for the
American colonization of Venus

Dune
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S.
Capitol building and a subsequent kidnapping lead
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of
mysterious codes, secret locations, and hidden
knowledge.
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